GRADER MOUNT SOD MULCHER

- Road rebuilding can be done in approximately one third of the time
- Shoulders can be pulled and mulched at a rate of 3 mph
- Leaves a level, safe traffic surface with or without using the blade
- Use in winter for milling icy, snowpacked corners and roadways
- Able to angle left or right
- Quick change carbide drum teeth
- Hydraulically driven drum
Mills washboards, ice, and removes rock from road top
Eliminates windrows. reclaims gravel and reshapes road surface. Mixes aggregate and chemicals.

Leaves a level, safe traffic surface with or without using the blade

The Grader Mount Sod Mulcher features quick change carbide drum teeth

Driven off of the grader hydraulic system
Easily attach via the Capital I Quick Attach Front Lift Group
Available in standard or quick attach

The Capital I Grader Mount Sod Mulcher performs the same work as the Pull Type Sod Mulcher